DOCK N ROLL
new batch
2019
available for a short time
The Dock n Roll (DNR) is compatible with the Jerry Hill / Tiffen original Docking-bracket. To you, Steadicam™ Operator, has it ever happened that a Director ask to come up with a fix shot and you not having the time to switch on a tripod? Has it ever happened that a DOP ask you to lock a frame to sculpt his light? The Dock n Roll allows to adjust precisely a frame while keeping your Rig securely locked on its stand.

w/o DNR

with DNR

length with or without is nearly similar +12.5mm

Easy assembly

The Dock n Roll is designed with Teflon bearings. They used to estimate in one click the balance of the fore and aft. It make it extremely useful when you have several camera accessories and in particular, for the 3D Rigs composed of 2 cameras which are often difficult to balance.